Trojones Girls, Greek Boy Slimes' Featured In Skit

By BARRY MOORE

Through the auspices of the Olympiad Administration and special considerations of Great God Richter, the curtain rose last Friday night on the epic skit sponsored by Jones College immediately preceding the Slime Parade.

"The Idiot and the Oddities" involved the Trojones girls, shielding off Greek boy Slimes while at the same time trying to snatch their Ionic Beanies.

True Homeric Style
The entire skit ended up in true Homeric style with the audience reading a little more between the lines than the authors intended.

Around 6:30 the Slimes were turned out and originally and creatively decorated by sophomore girls with Hazel Bishop, etc., after which the milling mob began milling over to the Main Street signal at Outer Belt Drive.

The Motley Crew
With the arrival of the Band at 7:00 the motley crew started out in a southerly direction, snake-winding around every lamp-post, attracting an unlimited amount of attention and successfully congesting traffic in the two right hand lanes.

Slimes At The Shamrock
The conclave arrived at the Shamrock around 7:30 and a tremendously spirited pep rally was held. Bob Rule, Sports Editor of the Houston Press, delivered the evening's inspirational message. At the conclusion of the rally, the Slimes were loaded into buses and transported back to the campus for the Owlet--Shorthorn football game.

Pajama Clad Band
The highlight of the game was the appearance of the Rice Freshman Band quaintly attired in unique pajama-type uniforms. The sixteen freshmen put on a half-time show complete with block formations, counter marches, a tricky-pro square formation in honor of Texas, and a pocked sized "R" in honor of the Institute that put the Longhorn Band to shame.

Slime--Cheerleaders
Spirit at the game was maintained by five rather extroverted, uninhibited slime cheerleaders, organized in the true-to-life rice ratio: four boys and one Rice Girl.

Immediately after the game, Hanszen was host to an all Freshman, slime-type dance. In order to comply with Jones' 11:30 curfew, the sidewalks were rolled up early and the Freshmen were scuttled off to bed after a really big evening.
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